Reidy Park Primary School: Year 3

Online Learning: Week 1 (22nd-23rd July)
Literacy, Numeracy, Inquiry, Specialist tasks.

Monday

Tuesday

Teacher:
Leanne Clark: leanne.clark290@schools.sa.edu.au
Belinda Say: belinda.say342@schools.sa.edu.au
Rhiannon Ashby: rhiannon.ashby933@schools.sa.edu.au
Rooms 1, 2 and 3
Year 3

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Wellbeing

Zones check in on Google
Classroom

Zones check in on Google
Classroom

Maths

Number worksheets

Number worksheets

Maths Game

Number games

ABC YA

Reading /
Viewing

Read a novel/ book on EPIC
and complete reading
response

Watch BTN clip about the
Tokyo Olympics and answer
questions

Writing / Spelling

Spelling/word work activities

Spelling /word work activities

Information Report - Opinion
vs Fact

Quick Narrative Write

HASS - Neighbouring
countries of Australia (New
Zealand)

HASS - Neighbouring
countries of Australia (New
Zealand)

Inquiry

Specialist

Critical and
Creative thinking
Task

Please go into P.A.C, Japanese and Health/ PE classrooms
through Google. If you have any challenges with specialist
subjects please contact them via Classroom.
Free choice grid (see below)

Free choice grid (see below)

Reidy Park Primary School: Year 3

Online Learning: Weeks 1 (22nd-23rd July)
Creative and Critical Thinking

Teacher:
Leanne Clark: leanne.clark290@schools.sa.edu.au
Belinda Say: belinda.say342@schools.sa.edu.au
Rhiannon Ashby: rhiannon.ashby933@shools.sa.edu.au
Rooms 1, 2 and 3
Year 3

Each day, choose one task from the grid below and complete it.
Choose an inspirational
quote and create a poster
for your room.

Change your bed sheets
and build a sheet city in your
bedroom before they get
washed.

Follow a recipe with a family
member.

Fold paper planes and see
how far they will fly.

Find 10 different shaped
leaves in the garden.

Choose a picture book and
read to a family member,
make sure you use
interesting voices for the
characters.

Build a house out of a deck
of cards.

Build a forte using the couch
and every pillow you can
find.

Learn a new skill.

Try shadow drawing, leaf
rubbings, bark or stones
paintings.

Thread pasta on a piece of
string, how long can you
make your creation? Can
you beat a family member?

Put on a puppet show using
toys behind the couch.

Take everyone’s height
measurement on a
door-frame

Organise your Lego and
then have a building
challenge. Who can build
the best shop or house?

Keep a balloon in the air as
long as possible, time
yourself. Can you beat your
times?

